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Abstract

The advent of single-molecule probing techniques has revolutionized the biomedical and life 

science fields and has spurred the development of a new class of labs-on-chip based on powerful 

biosensors. Nanopores represent one of the most recent and most promising single molecule 

sensing paradigms that is seeing increased chip-scale integration for improved convenience 

and performance. Due to their physical structure, nanopores are highly sensitive, require low 

sample volume, and offer label-free, amplification-free, high-throughput real-time detection and 

identification of biomolecules. Over the last 25 years, nanopores have been extensively employed 

to detect a variety of biomolecules with a growing range of applicatons ranging from nucleic acid 

sequencing to ultrasensitive diagnostics to single-molecule biophysics. Nanopores, in particular 

those in solid-state membranes, also have the potential for integration with other technologies 

such as optics, plasmonics, microfluidics, and optofluidics to perform more complex tasks for an 

ever-expanding demand. A number of breakthrough results using integrated nanopore platforms 

have already been reported, and more can be expected as nanopores remain the focus of innovative 

research and are finding their way into commercial instruments. This review provides an overview 

of different aspects and challenges of nanopore technology with a focus on chip-scale integration 

of solid-state nanopores for biosensing and bioanalytical applications.
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Nanopores are powerful single molecule sensors that have a wide range of applications from single 

molecule biophysics to medical diagnostics. This review covers all aspects of nanopore sensor 

integration into increasingly complex lab-on-chip systems.

1 Introduction

Detection and analysis of single molecules has become a key tool for improving our 

understanding of biological and biochemical processes at the molecular level. Moreover, 

this ultimate level of sensitivity is increasingly being used as the basis of next generation 

instruments for disease diagnostics, precision medicine, and improved healthcare1–8. 

Nanopore research has seen an explosive growth in this context due to their potential use 

as target agnostic, label-free molecular detectors and their function as selective elements 

for other types of sensors9–17. A nanopore is a nanometer-scale hole formed by a natural 

protein or artificially defined in a thin membrane18–22. Conceptually, it is, therefore, the 

molecular-scale version of the Coulter counter developed by Wallace Coulter during the 

1940s23. Coulter counters are used to count microscopic objects such as red blood cells by 

passing them through a hole of comparable size one by one. The Coulter counter has two 

compartments filled with ionic solution that are separated by a membrane which contains a 

microscopic hole (~10μm). The application of a bias voltage establishes an ionic current and 

whenever a red blood cell passes through the hole, it partially blocks the hole. This blockade 

manifests as a reduction of the ionic current that heralds the passage of the cell through 

the pore. Nanopores can be visualized as a Coulter counter with nanoscale dimensions and 

a nanosize pore instead of the microscale aperture and more precise current measurement 

tools9,24.

The nanopore concept was first introduced by D. Deamer in 198925 and experimentally 

demonstrated in 199618. Initially, nanopore research was focused virtually exclusively on 

nucleic acid sequencing based on the idea that different nucleotide bases would generate 

different blockade signals21,26,27. Over time and partially driven by the development 

of advanced nanofabrication methods, nanopores have been increasingly employed to 
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probe a variety of biomolecules such as single-stranded (ss) DNA28–34, double-stranded 

(ds) DNA28,35–40, RNA41–44, proteins45–49, ribosomes45,50,51, viruses52,53, peptides54–56, 

enzymes57–59, biomolecular complexes60–63, and a vast pool of nanoparticles64–68. 

Furthermore, nanopore technology has evolved towards more general molecular analysis 

platforms, including smart gate molecular delivery tools45,69–75, mass spectrometers76–78, 

for energy harvesting79–81, thermoscopy82, etc.24. Over the past three decades, nanopores 

have been rigorously and actively studied around the world among a diverse group of 

disciplines including but not limited to electrical, computer, biomedical, and mechanical 

engineering, biology, material science, physics, chemistry, medicine, proteomics, and 

genomics, thereby making it a highly interdisciplinary field14,24,83.

A variety of single-molecule probing techniques, diagnostics, and clinical methodologies 

have already been developed based on optical, electronic, microfluidic, and optofluidic 

techniques84–89. The marriage between nanopore technology and the other existing 

methodologies is paving the way for low-cost, complete, chip-scale, portable single

molecule probing, and diagnostic tools. The integration of microfluidic labs-on-chip 

with nanopore technology is fusing two very powerful techniques in a single platform. 

Leveraging advantages from either approach has already delivered a number of exciting 

results90–94. Microfluidic systems can offer contamination-free on-chip low volume sample 

preparation and purification steps prior to delivering target molecules to the nanopore for 

a thorough analysis. Low sample loss, hermetic sealing of the system, temporal and spatial 

control of the target molecules inside the chip can increase the nanopore detection efficiency 

and specificity91,92,95. Moreover, the incorporation of powerful electronic automation96 

and multichannel microfluidic chip design97 enable parallel and multiplexed detection in 

nanopore arrays. Furthermore, nanopores are suitable for integration with electronic and 

CMOS technology, thereby showing potential towards commercial mass production of 

compact, personalized, point of care diagnostic tools98–100. Probably, the most powerful 

and advanced type of nanopore integration is with optical techniques. Optical methods 

have recently seen increased levels of integration as optofluidics has popularized the 

combination of microfluidics and integrated photonics in a single chip-scale system 

and is finding applications in numerous fields including life science, biosensing, and 

diagnostics 101–105. Therefore, the integration of nanopores with optical methods is 

timely and a natural next step. Numerous breakthroughs and interesting results have 

already been reported such as multimodal (simultaneous electrical and optical detection) 

detection52,106–112, nanopore capture rate enhancement45,69, cell transfection113,114, force 

measurements on DNAs74,115–117, and plasmonic nanopores that greatly enhance the 

nanopore sensitivity75,111,118. This review aims to provide an overview of the current status 

of nanopore sensor integration as powerful labs-on-chip. It is organized as follows. First, 

we give an overview of the fundamentals of the nanopore sensing concept and nanopore 

fabrication methods. Next, different examples of integrated nanopore devices, with a special 

focus on chip-scale integration and separated by topical area, are discussed. The review 

concludes with a look at the current state of the art, challenges, and future prospects for 

integrated nanopore platforms.
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2.1 Nanopore working principle

Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the working principle of a nanopore sensor. The nanopore connects 

the “cis” and “trans” sides of a thin, non-permeable, electrically insulating membrane. Both 

sides of the membrane are filled with an ionic solution (KCl, NaCl, etc.). An electrical bias 

voltage with proper polarity is applied across the pore using a pair of electrodes (typically 

Ag/AgCl) as shown in Fig. 1 (a), resulting in a constant baseline ionic current flow through 

the pore. Biomolecules on the cis side that are contained within a capture radius of typically 

a few microns around the pore experience large electric fields and are pulled to the trans 

side of the pore. This disruption produces a transient spike in the ionic current, which is 

generally considered as the confirmation of molecular translocation19,21,26. The transient 

current modulation may result in a decrease or increase in the ionic current depending on 

the salt concentration and chemical environment40,119,120. We will refer to these electric 

signatures as blockades, regardless of the sign of the current change. The physical properties 

(e.g. size, shape, charge) of a biomolecule are encoded within the translocation signal, which 

can be further analyzed and digitally processed to distinguish among different biomolecules 

within a mixture45,52,121,122. The signal can also be analyzed to resolve notable natural 

and artificial features within a biomolecule such as DNA knots35,36, molecules bound with 

DNAs60,62, drug delivery41, digital encoding63, etc. If the current blockades from individual 

DNA bases can be distinguished, it is possible to read the DNA sequence as it passes 

through the pore in a linear fashion. This forms the basis of nanopore DNA sequencing 
26,121,123,124 and most of the early work in the field focused on next-generation sequencing 

applications. This vast area is outside the scope of this review, but the reader is referred to 

several independent reviews on nucleic acid sequencing that can be found elsewhere125–129.

2.2 Nanopore categories

In general, nanopores can be classified into three broad categories-biological, solid

state, and hybrid nanopores. Biological nanopores are highly ordered macromolecular 

biostructures that are found in nature. Most of the biological nanopores are either 

protein channels such as α-hemolysin130, MspA131, aerolysin132, ClyA133, FluA134, Omp 

F/G135,136, and CsgG137, or viral connectors such as phi29138, SPP1139, T3139, and T4139. 

Fig. 1 (b) shows the cross-sectional view of the α-hemolysin pore that was used in the 

original proof of the nanopore sensing concept in 199618. Due to the high precision in 

size and shape, biocompatibility, and low inherent noise, biological nanopores are widely 

used for probing DNA, RNA, polymers, polypeptides, etc.26,140–142. Additionally, Oxford 

Nanopore Technologies has already commercialized the first DNA sequencing prototype 

based on a mutant CsgG pore and some other companies are on their way to developing 

nanopore-based sequencers143,144. Despite numerous advantages, biological nanopores have 

some crucial drawbacks such as fixed pore size, poor mechanical stability, limited lifetime, 

and non-reusability which in turn limits the integration of biological nanopores as an LoC 

component19,83,145.

To mitigate these issues, for the last two decades, researchers have focused their expertise on 

exploiting micro and nanofabrication techniques for fabricating artificial nanopores. Recent 

advancements in nanotechnology have made it possible to develop artificial nanopores on 

thin solid-state membranes.
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The first of these synthetic or solid-state nanopores (ssNPs) was reported in 2001 by Li et al. 
146. These nanopores are durable and robust, allow tunable pore size, have better mechanical 

stability, have better compatibility with the experimental environment, are mass-producible, 

and can be parallelized in nanopore arrays, making them an attractive candidate for versatile 

and commercial applications14,145,147. Most importantly, ssNPs can be integrated with other 

technologies to take advantage of a complete chip-scale device45,52,148. Fig. 1 (c) shows a 

typical SEM image of a ssNP. As a suitable alternative to their biological counterpart, solid

state nanopores are widely and actively employed for nucleic acid sequencing, detecting 

proteins, monitoring protein interaction, drug delivery, probing a pool of nanoparticles, 

smart gating and controlled molecular delivery14,45,149–151.

As biological and solid-state nanopores have their own pros and cons, researchers have 

come up with some elegant ideas to insert biological nanopores into ssNPs to form hybrid 

nanopores. The mechanically stable ssNP supports the fragile biological nanopore, which 

has precise size and shape to probe biological particles with inherently low noise, thus 

combining the advantages from both structures. In 2010, Hall et al. reported the formation 

of a hybrid nanopore by directly inserting an α-hemolysin pore into an ssNP as shown in 

Fig. 1 (d)152. They functionalized the α-hemolysin nanopore with a 3kbp dsDNA via a 12nt 

long oligomer and then electrophoretically drove it to a ~3nm ssNP so only the stem of the 

α-hemolysin pore fit in the nanopore, with the ds-DNA passed through the pore. To verify 

the functionality of the hybrid pore, ss-DNA was introduced and successfully detected using 

the hybrid pore. Cressiot et al. also reported a similar approach to form a hybrid nanopore by 

combining a natural DNA pore from a thermostable virus into a solid-state SiN nanopore153. 

In 2012, an alternative way of forming a hybrid nanopore was reported by combining DNA 

origami with ssNPs154. DNA origami enables 3D shaped nanostructures with high precision 

nanopore geometry155. Since solid-state nanopores are much more compatible with device 

integration in a lab-on-chip format, we will focus on this type of implementation in the 

remainder of this review.

3 solid-state nanopore fabrication

Solid-state nanopore device fabrication comprises several steps such as preparing a thin 

solid-state membrane, perforating that membrane to create a nanoscale opening (nanopore), 

and addition of easily accessible fluidic cells and metallic electrodes for introducing analyte 

solution to both sides of the pore and driving those target particles through the pore, 

respectively. Moreover, integrating a nanopore platform in a lab-on-chip format includes 

additional steps such as definition of fluidic channels, optical waveguides, embedded 

electrical circuits etc. However, in this section we will focus on different techniques for 

the core step of opening a nanoscopic aperture in a thin membrane. The sensitivity and 

quality of the nanopore detection signal fundamentally depend on the physical structure of 

the nanopore. Therefore, nanopore fabrication and the overall pore geometry play a crucial 

role in nanopore functioning, detection limit, and sensitivity. Also, the combined choice 

of the membrane, material, and fabrication technique offer researchers different ranges of 

size, shape, and surface properties of the nanopore. Depending on the application, different 

materials have been tested as nanopore membrane, including SiN, SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, 

ZnO, HfO2, BN, MoS2, and graphene149,156,157. As a special note regarding probably the 
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most commonly used membrane material, SiN, or silicon nitride, this material is typically 

produced by chemical vapor deposition and may come in the stoichiometric form of S3iN4 

or in a form that may include excess hydrogen, typically designated as SiNxHy. In this 

review paper, whenever we refer to silicon nitride, we will use the generic abbreviation 

SiN, which may or may not refer specifically to Si3N4. For nanopore fabrication, there 

is a pool of choices available, including ion beam or electron beam milling, chemical 

etching, dielectric breakdown, nanopipette by pulling glasses, nanoimprinting, and thermal 

annealing.

3.1 Ion beam and electron beam milling and sculpting

This method is probably the most popular and conceptually straightforward way of 

fabricating solid-state nanopores. A focused beam of ions/electrons with high energy (in 

the range of thousands of electron-volts) strikes the thin membrane into which the nanopore 

is to be milled. As the ions/electrons carry a massive amount of energy they start eroding 

the thin membrane by removing the surface atoms, a process called milling. As the process 

continues, eventually the focused ion beam (FIB)/ focused electron beam (FEB) pierces 

through the membrane creating a hole in the membrane. A variety of ion beams have been 

used for this purpose, including He+, Ga+, Ne+, Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+157. One may not end up 

with the expected nanopore size in the first step due to the intrinsic limitation of ion beam 

size146,158,159. Therefore, in a subsequent step, the nanopore diameter can be fine-tuned 

using a process called nanopore shrinking which is essentially slow deposition of materials 

to shrink the pore to the expected size146,160.

The incorporation of the ion beam sculping technique for solid-state nanopore fabrication 

was pioneered by Li et al. in 2001146. Fig. 2 (a) depicts a schematic representation of 

this methodology. The nanopore was milled on a free-standing SiN membrane with a 

bowl-shaped cavity in the substrate below it as shown in Fig. 2 (a). A high energy Ar+ beam 

was irradiated on the flat side (opposite side of the cavity) of the membrane to create a 

molecular size pore. An ion counter was set under the membrane with a feedback control 

system to stop the sculpting process at the appropriate moment. The nanopore diameter is 

further reduced from ~60nm to ~1.8nm by ion beam assisted material deposition. Since this 

demonstration, focused ion beams have been extensively used in nanopore fabrication161. 

In FIB milling, nanopore precision significantly depends on the ion beam diameter, shape, 

redeposition, and without shrinking, usually yields a nanopore diameter of more than 10 

nm160,161. However, the use of a helium ion microscope (HIM) has proved to be a useful 

tool as it has a higher resolution compared to the Ga+ ion beam and nanopores in the range 

of 4 nm have been fabricated using HIM162,163. Apart from the FIB, the focused electron 

beam of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) has also been explored for milling sub 

10nm pores. Due to the beam size, FEB yields better precision and facilitates the fabrication 

of smaller nanopores compared to the FIB milling process164–168. Storm et al. reported the 

fabrication of sub 10 nm pores using the FEB milling method in 2003169. Using scanning 

TEM, ultrasmall subnanometer pores (~0.3nm) have been fabricated as reported by Kennedy 

et al.170,171. Although it requires expensive tools and trained personnel, the FIB/FEB milling 

method remains the most popular method of choice due to its precision, reproducibility, high 

resolution, and ease of patterning, 145,149,157,161.
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3.2 Dielectric breakdown

In simple terms, dielectric breakdown usually means the failure of an insulating/dielectric 

material to withstand an applied electrical field. When a voltage comparable to the dielectric 

strength of a thin membrane is applied across it, the localized carriers form a tunneling 

current through the membrane. As a result, the membrane starts to get physically damaged 

and eventually a small aperture opens and a nanopore is formed. Kwok et al. pioneered the 

development of nanopore fabrication following the controlled dielectric breakdown (CDB) 

technique172. The schematic representation of their nanopore fabrication process using CDB 

method is depicted in Fig. 2 (b). In their study, a thin SiN membrane was immersed in an 

aqueous solution (1M KCl) and mounted in a liquid cell forming two separate chambers. 

A custom built feedback amplifier was used to apply the breakdown voltage across the SiN 

membrane via Ag/AgCl electrodes following a standard technique. Nanopores as small as 

2nm were fabricated using this method and can be enlarged upon application of further 

voltage. To test the fabricated nanopore functionality, ds DNAs with different lengths were 

detected using these nanopores. In a separate study, Waugh et al. reported a protocol to 

fabricate nanopores following CDB in an automated fashion173. A modified method of CDB 

to fabricate nanopore was proposed by Yanagi et al. who used a pulse train of different 

levels to form the nanopore174. Using this method, nanopores with 1–2 nm diameter were 

fabricated which can be widened with subnanometer precision. The CDB technique has also 

been used for nanopore fabrication in different studies175–180. One significant advantage of 

this method is the simplicity and inexpensive setup. Additionally, this method enables in-situ 

fabrication of nanopores which avoids random contamination. In contrast, CDB is not a 

suitable technique for nanopore fabrication on membranes thicker than ~30 nm and devices 

with special structures such as optofluidic devices14. Also, precise positioning of nanopore 

location is difficult and the exact shape of a fabricated nanopore may not be guaranteed 

which in turn affects the reproducibility14,172.

3.3 Nanopipettes

The nanopipette concept originated from the micropipettes used in cell cytology156. A 

nanopipette is essentially a glass capillary with a nanoscale hole at the tip which looks 

similar to a usual pipette tip, however, at a quite smaller scale. Fig. 2 (c) shows an 

SEM image of a nanopipette fabricated by Karhanek et al.181. The process starts with a 

thin-walled quartz capillary with an inner diameter of 700μm and an outer diameter of 

1mm. A programmable laser-based pipette puller (P-2000) was used which essentially melts 

the capillary using the laser beam and then pulls the capillary from two ends to form 

the nanopipette. This produced nanopipettes with a diameter ranging from 37 nm to 82 

nm, but other groups reported smaller diameter nanopipettes156,182,183. Although this is the 

most common method for fabricating nanopipettes, other methods are also reported such 

as two-step glass pulling184, or carbon nanotube tipped pipettes185. However, it is hard to 

achieve sub 10 nm diameter openings in a nanopipette149. For typical nanopore experiments, 

the nanopipettes are filled with suitable buffer solutions and an electrode is inserted into 

the stem of the nanopipette. The nanopipette itself also emerges into the bulk electrolyte 

solution where the second electrode is placed for applying the bias voltage across the pipette 

opening. Over the past two decades, nanopipettes have become an important tool for sensing 

and analysis of biomolecules.
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3.4 Chemical etching method

Chemical etching is a widely used process in standard silicon fabrication186. Researchers 

have taken advantage of this readily available technology to fabricate nanopores. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2(d), Park et al. defined an inverted pyramid (using a sharp tip) on one 

side of a silicon wafer whereas the other side was chemically etched (KOH) to form a 

truncated pyramid 187. As shown in Fig. 2 (d), the chip was mounted in an electrochemical 

setup that separates a KCl solution chamber and KOH solution chamber while the sharp 

inverted pyramid is kept in KCl solution. Using two Pt electrodes, the current through the 

two solution chambers was monitored with an application of bias voltage (~800 mV). A 

sharp increase in the current was considered as the indication for successful pore formation. 

The slow KOH etch rate (~18 nm/ min) enabled manual stopping of the etch process 

once a pore was formed. After some post chemical treatment, bi-pores of 10 nm and 28 

nm diameters, respectively, were formed (Fig. 2 (d) inset). Other studies have reported a 

nanopore fabrication process utilizing a similar chemical etching method188,189. A variation 

of this approach is the two-step track etching method, where in a first step, high-energy 

metal ions are bombarded on the membrane to create the tracks. In the following step, 

the membrane is chemically etched which removes the damaged tracks faster compared 

to the intact parts and eventually creating nanopores31,190–193. Chemical etching facilitates 

parallel nanopore fabrication which is attractive for mass production. However, improving 

the resolution remains a challenge161.

4 Integrated nanopore devices

Integrated technology allows for creating miniature devices that fuse different, powerful 

capabilities in a single, chip-scale platform. Lab-on-chip devices have embraced the wafer

scale integration paradigm first developed in the electronics industry194–196. Recently, 

nanopores are also being integrated with such LoC devices, which makes nanopore-based 

sensing more practical, adds capabilities which are not present in bulk experiments, and 

improves the performance of capabilities already implemented in bulk. An overview of the 

state of art and recent advances in integrated nanopore devices is given in the following 

sections.

4.1 Microfluidic integration with nanopores

Microfluidic devices are one of the common platforms for bioanalysis as it is imperative 

to ensure a fluidic environment for biomolecules for their proper functioning. Furthermore, 

in most of the cases, biomolecular analysis requires pre-processing of samples, guided flow 

etc. which can be achieved using a microfluidic platform197–199. Due to the advancement 

of microfabrication, microfluidic devices are utilized for chemical and biological analysis 

of analytes at a very small scale and volume200,201. Also, the addition of actuation in the 

microfluidic systems using mechanical valves and electrokinetic forces enables on-demand 

particle flow and mixing in a sealed environment202–204. Furthermore, microfluidics and 

optics can also be fused together to facilitate both fluidic and optical manipulation in 

a single “optofluidic” platform102–105. Up to now, several studies on microfluidic and 

optofluidic integration with nanopores have been reported with an increasing range of 

research and applications52,94,205,206.
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4.1.1 Electrical sensing—The most natural use of nanopores in a lab-on-chip format 

is as an integrated version of their original vision as electrical particle sensors. Usually, 

microfluidic devices are designed based on soft lithography techniques applied to materials 

such as Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). This technique enables rapid device prototyping 

that is affordable, offers easy multilayer stackings, embedded electrodes and better 

controllability of particle flow inside the fluidic channels207–209. Several groups have 

reported nanopore integration with a hybrid structure that mainly consists of a PDMS 

device whereas the nanopore is incorporated on a Si based thin membrane at the heart 

of the device94. This hybrid integration was pioneered by Kuo et al. who developed a 

filtering and particle delivery platform depending on the particle size210. In their study, 

a nanopore array was formed following the track etched method that was used for 

transferring particles in a three-dimensional fluidic network. Contemporary studies have 

been performed in similar 3D fluidic networks with integrated nanopore to observe the effect 

of electro-osmotic and electrophoretic forces induced by a nanopore211. Using a simple 

modular process based on transfer printing, Jain et al. introduced an integrated nanopore 

microfluidic platform to detect single DNA molecules212. This remarkably improved the 

nanopore signal to noise ratio as the inherent nanopore noise was reduced by minimizing 

the fluidic contact area of the Si membrane and, thus, the membrane capacitance. Gradually, 

with improved techniques, different application-oriented designs of integrated nanopore 

microfluidic platforms have been developed. Fig. 3 (a) shows a schematic representation of 

an integrated nanopore microfluidic platform designed and developed by Roman et al.93. 

In their study, an intelligent way to bond Si based nanopore membrane with a PDMS 

microfluidic platform was devised that can be reused with bond reversal to overcome the 

limitation of sealing the nanopore membrane permanently and irreversibly onto the PDMS 

device. Moreover, the fluidic channels were formed using a low-cost 3D printed mold on 

a PDMS film followed by a 3D graphics mold design. For nanopore integration, a 20 nm 

thick SiN membrane with a 200 μm thick Si substrate was used. On the SiN membrane, 

a ~30 nm nanopore was milled using a TEM which resulted in pore diameters between 3 

– 200 nm. Their PDMS subunits were partially bonded using two stage plasma bonding 

and the nanopore membrane was inserted into the top PDMS layer through an aperture 

formed by a biopsy puncher. A special form of PDMS was cast to ensure proper sealing, 

which can withstand a pressure of 2 bar without leaking. The top and side view of the 

whole device are depicted in Fig. 3a (i) and a picture of a fabricated device is shown in 

Fig. 3a (ii). The remarkable feature of this scheme is that the nanopore membrane is not 

permanently bonded but hermetically sealed with the PDMS film, so it is possible to reuse 

the membrane in different PDMS devices or alter the membrane with a different nanopore in 

the same PDMS device. This platform was utilized to understand the polymer-based model 

of protein-urea interactions on the nanometric scale and the results were in agreement with 

previous demonstrations93.

Apart from nanopore integration with PDMS based microfluidic devices, nanopores can 

also be integrated with Si based microfluidic and optofluidic devices. In 2010, Holmes et 

al. reported a novel approach to incorporate nanopores seamlessly with microscale fluidic 

channels213. The device contains a “Z” shaped liquid-core (LC) channel with interconnected 

solid-core (SC) optical waveguides as depicted in Fig. 3 (b). In this study, they developed 
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a two-step nanopore fabrication process. In the first step, the thick top oxide layer on the 

LC channel was etched using reactive ion etching (RIE) down to a 200nm thick chrome 

etch stop layer, forming a ~4μm hole and leaving a thin SiN membrane suitable for milling 

the nanopore. In the next step, the nanopore was defined using the FIB milling method 

and the nanopore diameter was fine-tuned depending upon the target size. Subsequently, an 

alternative approach to mill the nanopore using the dual beam scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) alone was developed160. Here, to remove the top oxide layer and forming the thin 

membrane, FIB sculpting instead of RIE etching was used160. Different nanopore fabrication 

and sculpting methods for this type of device were compared in a rigorous study 160. For 

biosensing applications, the presence of the microfluidic channel allows for the introduction 

of sample solution via the reservoirs attached to the two ends of the channel. Additionally, 

samples can be electrophoretically driven to the LC channel through the nanopore using a 

third reservoir glued on top of the nanopore. In a separate study, the nanopore functionality 

was validated by detecting 50S ribosomal subunits moving through a 45 nm pore which was 

the first demonstration of ribosome detection using a nanopores50. Moreover, Parks et al. 

introduced the concept of hybrid microfluidic integration with an optofluidic device214,215 

which may be integrated with nanopores to facilitate further microfluidic manipulation 

like on-chip automated sample preparation, labeling, and delivery towards a complete and 

portable lab-on-chip application215–217.

In addition to microfluidic integration with nanopores, electronic integration and control 

methodologies have recently become popular among nanopore researchers. Electronic 

integration, especially CMOS integration with nanopore sensing has the potential to take 

advantage of the well-developed electronics economy of scales in the electronic industry 

and may culminate in chip-scale applications. 98,218. Recently, companies such as Oxford 

Nanopore Technology, Roche etc. are developing nanopore sequencing devices combining 

powerful electronics for fast DNA/RNA sequencing144,145,219.

4.1.2 Multichannel architecture and parallel detection—As microfluidic devices 

can route multiple channels in a controllable fashion, it is also possible to integrate 

multichannel devices with nanopores. The prospect of multichannel devices is one of the 

key drivers for incorporating nanopores on a lab-on-chip device as this can facilitate parallel 

operation, faster processing and potential multiplexed detection in rapid succession94,220,221. 

Tahvildari et al. reported the integration of nanopore arrays with a multichannel microfluidic 

device97 by processing a commercial Si chip to prepare a 20 nm thick SiN membrane. The 

membrane was then mounted within a PDMS microfluidic device having five independent 

fluidic channels on the top layer and a common microfluidic channel at the bottom as 

shown in Fig. 4 (a). For fluidic and electrical access, holes were punched at the top 

and bottom microfluidic channels. To fabricate individual nanopores on the five fluidic 

channels, they precisely localized the electric potential within a single microchannel and 

fabricated single nanopores using the controlled dielectric breakdown method. The leakage 

current through the SiN membrane was continuously monitored during the process. The 

opening of the pore was heralded by a sudden abrupt increase in the current and the applied 

voltage was then cut off within 0.1 s. To validate the functionality of this 5 × 1 nanopore 

array, they detected ds-DNA and human α-thrombin protein through the nanopores. One 
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potential application of such a multi-pore, multichannel scheme is to deliver targets into a 

specific microchannel on an on-demand basis. As additional examples of parallel detection, 

Bell et al. demonstrated simultaneous detection of ds-DNAs in 12 individual nanopipette 

channels which can potentially be boosted up to 16 channels222. Yanagi et al. also reported 

a similar multichannel approach for simultaneous detection of analytes90. Recently, Zeng et 

al. designed a microfluidic platform with an array of nanopores that provides multiplexing 

functionality in which each nanopore can be addressed individually223.

4.1.3 Electrokinetic fluidic control—Microfluidic devices can be designed to leverage 

electrokinetic fluid manipulation to preconcentrate target particles close to the nanopore 

capture volume (target capture region of a nanopore). This preconcentration increases 

the nanopore translocation frequency and improves the limit of detection for sensing 

target particles at ultralow concentrations210. Recently, Spitzberg et al. demonstrated an 

integrated nanopore microfluidic platform that can increase the event frequency based 

on an electrokinetic fluid manipulation method referred to as isotachophoresis (ITP)92. 

ITP is a method of selectively focusing and separating ionic analytes using two different 

buffer solutions having different mobilities. For lab-on-chip implementation, they designed a 

custom built PDMS chip that had a long microfluidic channel (~20mm) with a free-standing 

SiN membrane. Fig. 4b (i) depicts a schematic view of the device with different layers 

and assembly details. Using a micropositioner, the PDMS microchannel was aligned with 

the SiN membrane and clamped together using a magnet. Fig. 4b (ii) shows the top view 

of an assembled device with fluidic and electrode access. After assembling the device, 

a sub 10 nm pore was fabricated on the SiN membrane using the CDB method which 

facilitates in-situ nanopore fabrication. For ITP focusing, they used terminating and leading 

electrolyte buffers and applied a bias voltage of 100 V. Fig. 4b (iii) shows a top view of 

the ITP channel, and Fig. 4b (iv) illustrates the cross-section of the PDMS channel with 

an integrated nanopore. As the device was made of transparent PDMS and a glass slide, it 

was possible to visualize and estimate the sample focusing factor in real time by observing 

the fluorescence produced by optically tagged target molecules. Once the ITP reached the 

nanopore zone, the ITP bias was manually turned off and the nanopore measurements 

were activated using a separate electrical setup. Using this method, the authors were able 

to achieve a ~337-fold increase in event rate compared to the nanopore only case. Apart 

from the ITP based fluid flow manipulation, researchers studied the effect of fluid flow 

on nanopore translocation process that provides important insight about the particle capture 

process at different flow conditions224.

4.1.4 On-chip sample preparation and detection—One notable feature of 

microfluidics is the complete on-chip, automated sample preparation for solid phase nucleic 

acid or protein extraction from biological fluids225–228. Therefore, nanopores can potentially 

be integrated with sample preparation platforms for a complete on-chip diagnostic tool. 

Varongchayakul et al. reported an integrated microfluidic platform with nanopores that 

offers on-chip sample preparation, purification and nanopore measurements in a single 

platform91. Schematics of the structure, chip assembly and a photo of a picture are shown in 

Fig. 4 (c). The device features a microfluidic sample preparation chamber with heat-resistant 

Zeonex plastic and a nanopore sensing chip connected with fast-curing PDMS sealant. The 
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on-chip sample preparation chamber has a multiport liquid handling mechanism connected 

with programmable syringes, an analyte isolation chamber (50 μl reaction volume) with a 

magnet assisted analyte separation facility as well as a reaction chamber with PID controlled 

heating block that can withstand a temperature up to 75°C. After necessary filtration, the 

platform can deliver specific target particles to the nanopore capture volume without any 

airborne contamination and evaporative sample loss as these functions take place in a closed 

system. The minimum sample volume that this system can analyze and manipulate is 10 μl. 

To validate the device functionality, they demonstrated on-chip 5kbp DNA purification with 

silica coated magnetic nanoparticles from a crude PCR sample in approximately 15 minutes. 

The nanopore functionality was verified by detecting 5kbp DNAs and the translocation 

results were found to be in good agreement with conventional nanopore experiments. The 

integrated nanopore microfluidic platform with versatile sample processing and detection 

capability with low volume fluid manipulation can pave the way towards a low limit of 

detection, on-chip, portable, point of care diagnostic tool.

4.2 Optical integration with nanopores

Optical methods are probably the most versatile and widely used techniques to probe 

biomolecules, especially at the single molecule level85,229–231. They offer non-invasive and 

contact-free manipulation which are ideal for sensing biomolecules in fluidic media232–234. 

Recent developments in optical techniques such as fluorescence imaging, trapping, or optical 

tweezing have started a renaissance in probing and manipulating biomolecules. Optical 

methods also offer additional integration capabilities which is highly desired for boosting 

nanopore technology. Therefore, integration of nanopore sensing with optical methods very 

popular when offers a wide range of applications with rapidly growing demand52,95,149,235.

4.2.1 Translocation control—Slowing down the speed of translocation is of great 

interest in nanopore studies especially, in nucleic acid sequencing and detecting small 

analytes236,237. Controlling the translocation speed is one of the major challenges in nucleic 

acid sequencing and several studies have addressed this issue237–241. Fiori et al. reported an 

optical method to slow down the analyte speed based on reversible optoelectronic control 

of the surface charge of a solid-state nanopore without altering the geometry of the pore or 

permanently changing the surface characteristics242. They milled the nanopore into a SiN 

membrane and mounted it on a teflon holder forming the cis and trans side of the nanopore. 

For optical integration, a custom confocal microscopy setup was used to illuminate the 

nanopore with a 532 nm laser. This modified the nanopore surface charge and, thus, the 

electroosmotic flow through the pore. Fig. 5 (a) shows a schematic representation of the 

laser illuminating a nanopore which in this case doubled the ionic current. This dynamic 

surface control is capable of slowing down the translocation speed and enabling researchers 

to detect and analyze small but highly charged protein molecules such as ubiquitin. Using 

this method, the authors were able to slow down the DNA translocation speed by an order 

of magnitude. Additionally, they reported that illumination of the nanopore can unclog 

a clogged pore without requiring removal of the chip and subsequent chemical cleaning. 

As the laser induced heating is insignificant, the authors believe that photoconductivity is 

responsible for the effects, which they found depends on the e-beam dosage during the 
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nanopore milling. As this method can slow down the speed of DNA translocation, it may 

have significant importance in DNA sequencing applications.

4.2.2 On-chip sorting and manipulation of DNA—On-chip sorting and uncoiling 

of DNAs have many potential applications in bioanalysis including DNA sequencing243,244. 

Zrehen et al. devised an intelligent way to sort and electro-optically detect ultra-long DNAs 

after uncoiling245. Their study was designed on a complex chip structure which has SiN 

pillar structures followed by a funneled microchannel. The authors use a low temperature 

anodic bond to bind the SiN membrane with glass. Due to the delicate anodic bonding, 

it was necessary to use an in-situ nanopore fabrication method. In this case, the authors 

used a nanopore fabrication method called laser-etching which facilitates diffraction limited 

control to precisely position and fabricate a nanopore at the center of the microchannel. The 

authors reported sequence specific optical labelling and on chip sorting and stretching of 

very long DNA molecules that can offer researchers both synchronous capture and optical 

imaging of the target DNAs in order to have a better control over translocation behaviour. 

A schematic representation of their methodology is depicted in Fig. 5 (b). The DNAs were 

loaded into the device with an application of negative pressure that starts elongating the 

coiled DNA. Next, the SiN pillars provide an entropic barrier for the ultralong DNA that 

results in significant elongation of the DNAs before moving to the nanopore entrance. Also, 

the funnel shape channel right after this pillar structure ensures that the stretched DNA 

molecules are delivered at the proximity of the pore. Using this method, the authors showed 

80% stretching of a 400kbp DNA molecule and more than 3x magnitude of translocation 

slowdown compared to the nanopore without any nanopillar integration. Moreover, they 

demonstrated labelling of specific DNA segments by nick translation. Depending on the 

fluorescence color obtained during the imaging process, one can sort the DNA by altering 

the vacuum pressure right before these molecules enter the nanopillar structure. The 

demonstration of stretching very long DNAs with a slowed down translocation speed may 

create avenues in DNA sequencing as well as sensing applications.

4.2.3 Multi-modal detection—Optical methods can also be directly integrated with 

nanopores for simultaneous electro-optical detection. Different groups have reported such 

simultaneous electro-optical detection of tagged particles using different techniques such 

as top-down microscopy109, epifluorescence111, TIRF246, and planar waveguide-based 

detection52,247. Combined electro-optical detection enables additional analytical modalities 

for particle detection, increases the confidence of detection, and possibly offers alternative 

solutions to address challenges in current nucleic acid sequencing52,109. In a usual electro

optical detection method, a single analyte is first electrically detected using the nanopore 

and subsequently detected using an independent optical method. Therefore, one transient 

signal is obtained from the electrical detection whereas another is generated from the 

optical fluorescence detection. Assad et al. devised an approach to resolve the temporal and 

spatial detail of a translocating DNA by analyzing the fluorescence signal originating from 

single DNA molecules encoded with multiple colors248. They milled a 3 nm nanopore on 

a 15 nm thinned SiN membrane using the TEM milling method. The nanopore chip was 

mounted on custom CTFE cells with Ecoflex 5 silicone rubber. For optical integration, a 

custom built confocal microscopy setup with dichroic mirrors was used to separate and 
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route the excitation and fluorescence signal to corresponding optical paths. For optical 

tagging, five monocolor custom designed molecular beacons were hybridized to a single 

DNA. While translocating through the nanopore, the unzipped beacons produced five 

distinct fluorescence bursts when excited with the optical laser light which is intuitively 

expected. The optical fluorescence was only found when followed by the electrical detection 

spikes, confirming that the fluorescence bursts were coming from the barcoded DNAs 

rather than any spurious events. Next, the DNAs were encoded with two different color 

tags (red and green in this case; total 5 tags) with a specific color coded sequence. This 

time, the resulting fluorescence bursts confirm the color coded sequence, thus validating 

the core concept of dual mode sensing. Fig. 5 (c) depicts a schematic representation 

of the electro-optical detection methodology with a representative electrical and optical 

detection signal. To implement this method, the main challenge was to tackle the high 

photoluminescence background emerging from the SiN membrane that contained the 

nanopore. The photoluminescence was reduced by exposing the membrane to an electron 

beam after thinning it using reactive ion etching. This reduction in background optical 

signal significantly improved the SNR and enabled the authors to resolve the color coded 

fluorescence signals originating from single DNAs. This electro-optical detection of color

coded single DNAs can potentially provide sufficient spatial resolution to distinguish among 

different nucleotides, thereby paving the way towards ana electro-optical nucleic acid 

sequencing platform.

4.2.4 Force spectroscopy—Ashkin’s demonstration in 1970 that light can transfer 

momentum upon collision with small particles shifted the paradigm in bioanalysis249. This 

transfer in momentum exerts a force on the particle, opening the door for non-invasive 

mechanical particle manipulation. The most common implementation for single bioparticle 

analysis is a tightly focused laser beam that can trap and levitate small enough particles at 

the tightest point, often referred as an optical tweezer250. In 2006, Keyser et al. reported 

a study where they incorporated optical tweezers with a nanopore that can measure the 

electrical force exerted on a single DNA117. A custom-built inverted microscope setup was 

designed for optical integration as depicted in Fig. 6 (a). A diode pumped Nd: YAG laser 

(1064 nm) was used for optical trapping, and a red diode laser (635 nm) was used to 

determine the position of the optically trapped particle. The nanopore was milled on a solid

state membrane using a TEM. The nanopore membrane was then mounted on a PDMS

based flow cell as schematically represented in Fig. 6 (a). Target DNAs were attached 

with ~2 μm functionalized beads using standard procedure. The nanopore was localized by 

scanning the focused IR laser on the nanopore membrane. When the laser spot coincided 

with the nanopore location, an increase in ionic current was noticed due to the heat-assisted 

increase in ionic conductivity. After localizing the nanopore, they trapped a single target 

carrying bead at the focal spot of the optical tweezer. The trap was calibrated by observing 

the power spectrum. Upon application of a nanopore bias voltage, they controllably inserted 

a single DNA into the nanopore. The reflected light from the bead and membrane was 

used to measure the bead position. As the trap was calibrated and the bead position was 

identified, they were able to measure the electrical force exerted on the DNA upon an 

application of voltage. Sischka et al. reported similar studies where they manipulated single 

λ-DNAs and measured the force exerted on the single DNA251. Hout et al. also reported a 
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similar study where they determined the net force on a single dsRNA molecule116. Bell et 

al. used optical tweezers to analyze the translocation dynamics based on the geometry of 

nanopore74.

4.2.5 Cell transfection—Optical tweezers are also employed for cellular analysis using 

nanopores. Some researchers reported the integration of solid-state nanopores with optical 

particle manipulation methods that can perform cell transfection via electroporation113,252. 

In simple terms, cell transfection is a process of deliberately inserting foreign nucleic acids 

into a cell for the purpose of altering cell properties253. Using a nanopore chip, Kurz 

et al. reported a method of cell transfection where a single cell gene was delivered by 

electroporation113. They designed a multilayer cross-channel PDMS microfluidic device 

that holds the Si chip with a SiN membrane that contains the nanopore. A top-down 

microscopy setup was designed for optical integration with this device. It featured a dichroic 

mirror arrangement to separate the fluorescence signal, and a CCD camera was used to 

monitor and record the optical events. Fig. 6 (b) depicts the schematic representation of 

the experimental setup along with other details. In this study, optical tweezers were used 

for trapping cancer cells in the proximity of the nanopore. At first, they performed a 

simulation that showed that if the cell membrane was within 10 nm of the SiN membrane 

then the enhanced electric field (40% voltage drops across the cell membrane) near the 

nanopore rendered the cell membrane permeable to specific target particles. Based on the 

simulation results, the cell was reprogrammed by transfecting it with a desired nucleic acid 

at single molecule resolution. The authors systematically showed how optically labelled 

nucleic acids were transfecting inside the optically trapped cancer cell and observed that 

those labelled particles were gradually accumulating near the nucleus. The fluorescence 

signal had good correspondence with the nanopore translocation count. Interestingly, the 

translocation direction of the target can be reversed by altering the polarity of the potential 

applied across the nanopore. In a separate study, this technique was used to detect cell 

secretion254.

Recently, the gene editing methodology based on clustered regularly interspaced short 

palindromic repeats (CRISPR) has been combined with nanopore sensing. CRISPR has 

been explored widely as genome editing and diagnostic and has become a hot spot of 

research over the last several years. Most common approaches to deliver the cas9 protein 

and the guide RNA to a cell of interest are designed based on viral or chemically mediated 

toxic methods which imposes a significant safety concern255. Cao et al. devised a non-toxic 

approach for the delivery of nucleic acids, functional protein, and Cas9 single-guide RNA 

based on a nanopore-electroporation platform114. The approach is based on a track-etched 

polycarbonate (PC) water-filter membrane on which an array of ~100 nm nanopores was 

fabricated. The PC chip was then held and sealed with PDMS holders. A schematic of 

the experimental setup and nanopore-electroporation principle is depicted in Fig. 6 (c). 

The cell of interest was cultured overnight on the device and flat titanium electrodes 

were used to introduce electrical voltage to the device. One remarkable feature of this 

method is that it facilitates localized electroporation on a nanosized area rather than 

the conventional electroporation that perforated the whole cell. Using this method, the 

authors demonstrated a nanopore-electrophoresis mechanism for delivering Cas9 single 
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guide RNA ribonucleoproteins into both adherent and suspension cells with up to 80% 

delivery efficiency and >95% cell viability. Additionally, the introduction of the Cas9 

ribonucleoproteins allowed them to enable genetic editing of the cells. This is in contrast 

to conventional methods that require specialized delivery buffer, expensive materials, and a 

complicated fabrication process, this method offers a low-cost, easy and simple method for 

intracellular delivery which has the potential to develop into a full-fledged universal method 

for intracellular manipulation.

4.2.6 Nanopores and plasmons—(Surface) plasmons are collective electronic 

excitations in metals that have garnered great interest in nanotechnology, nano-optics and 

nanophotonics because they can be leveraged to dramatically enhance electric fields with 

nanometer confinement and precision256,257. Not surprisingly, this has recently led to the 

exploration of using plasmonic structures in conjunction with nanopores for improved 

sensing performance 118,258. The electric field enhancement depends on the geometry of 

the plasmonic structure, wavelength and the polarization of the excitation light 259–261. The 

integration of nanopores with plasmonic sensors paves the way to detecting the presence of 

particular targets without surface attachment, and, thus, higher throughput and reusability of 

the plasmonic sensor by preventing saturation of the sensing volume with target particles75. 

For potential applications, researchers have investigated the integration of nanopores with 

different plasmonic nanostructures such as bowtie262, inverted bowtie110, bullseye263, and 

gold nanowells111. Moreover, plasmonic nanopores offer different ways of optical signal 

detection from the target such as fluorescence, scattering light, and Raman scattering 149.

Verschueren et al. reported a plasmonic nanopore based on an inverted bowtie structure 

that enables label-free detection of biomolecules including DNAs by enhancing the light 

transmission in the vicinity of the nanopore110. Fig. 7 (a) shows the structure of an inverted 

bowtie plasmonic nanopore with a ~20nm nanopore milled right in the feed gap of the 

structure where the electric field enhancement is maximum. E-beam lithography was used to 

fabricate the inverted bowtie structure where, at first, they formed a trilayer stack of polymer 

on a Si wafer. After patterning the photoresist, a 100 nm gold layer was deposited on to 

the stacks using e-beam evaporation. The gold flake was then stripped from the substrate 

by submerging the structure in a 3% KOH solution. The flake was then picked up, placed 

on a SiN and sealed onto the sample with PDMS. Finally, a nanopore was milled on the 

feed gap using TEM. The chip was then mounted on a custom-made PEEK flow cell that 

allows for optical integration. The plasmonic nanopore device was sandwiched between 

two objectives as shown in Fig. 7 (a). One of them was used for excitation and the other 

for monitoring the transmission. When a particle passed through the pore, it changed the 

surrounding dielectric environment and altered the optical transmission at the resonance 

wavelength. The plasmonic nanopore offers optical translocation signal intensity that is 

independent of buffer condition and applied voltage. It only depends on how the particle is 

blocking the optical sensing volume inside the nanopore channel. This approach overcomes 

some of the limitations of conventional nanopore ionic current sensing, including the high 

salt concentration requirement and capacitive noise. Therefore, plasmonic nanopores offer 

high bandwidth data acquisition and high signal to noise ratio at low voltage and low buffer 

salt concentration where the ionic current is mostly noise dominated.
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Most electro-optical analyte detection techniques suffer from the common issue of high 

photoluminescence background emerging from the nanopore (SiN, SiO2 etc.) membrane 

material. Unfortunately, the photoluminescence falls within the fluorescence spectrum, thus 

degrading the SNR. Assad et al. demonstrated a subwavelength plasmonic nanowell (PNW) 

based electro-optical detection scheme that enhances the signal strength and improves the 

SNR111. To fabricate the PNW-nanopore device, at first, they created a gold nano well array 

on the chip and then chemically etched the substrate layer to form a free-standing SiN 

membrane. Using controlled buffer oxide etching, the SiN layer was further thinned down to 

10 nm and finally, nanopores were milled at the center of the nanowells using a TEM. The 

chip was mounted on a custom CTFE cell using silicone rubber that forms the cis and trans 

sides of the nanopore. A confocal microscope setup was designed for optical integration 

which is shown in Fig. 7b (i) and a schematic representation of the cross-section of the 

PNW-nanopore chip is shown in the zoomed in view. The plasmonic nanowell structure 

enhances the local electromagnetic field intensity when illuminated by a laser at a particular 

wavelength (here 660 nm). To verify the device functionality, they electro-optically detected 

5 kbp ds-DNAs with high-brightness fluorophores and achieved an order of magnitude 

enhanced optical signal compared to a standard nanopore chip as depicted in Fig. 7b (ii). 

Additionally, a sixfold enhancement in event rate was obtained compared to a standard 

nanopore device. This methodology offers better synchronization between electrical and 

optical signals as the particles are only excited when they cross the nanopore and reach the 

optical sensing volume inside the gold cavity.

5 Optofluidic integration

Optofluidics combines integrated photonics and microfluidics in a single platform101–104. 

The microfluidic system provides a native fluidic environment and that facilitates sample 

processing and preparation, whereas optical methods provide non-invasive imaging, 

detection and manipulation. One main challenge in designing optofluidic devices is the 

confinement of light within the low indexed fluidic medium rather than the surrounding 

high indexed medium. Several methods exist to address this issue such as slot waveguides, 

Teflon AF waveguides etc.264. However, a convenient well-developed approach to address 

the paradox of guiding light through a low index medium is to use anti-resonant 

reflective optical waveguide (ARROW). Yin et al. reported the development of a planar 

ARROW device that is constructed with alternating layers of dielectric materials having 

a suitable thickness265. The ARROW waveguide based optofluidic device has been 

successfully used to probe and detect single molecules including amplification-free Ebola 

detection217, multiplexed detection of single viruses266, trapping and manipulation of 

single particles267–270, diagnostics applications,271–273. Thus, integration of nanopores with 

ARROWs paves the way to incorporate these existing methodologies with nanopores while 

adding more functionality. The planar geometry overcomes the complex arrangement and 

painstaking alignment issues of commonly used top-down optical microscopy205. However, 

to take full advantage of optical and fluidic control over particles, planar optofluidic 

integration is desirable. Liu et al. first reported the integration of optical techniques 

with nanopore sensing that allows for simultaneous electro-optical detection of single 

molecules52. A schematic representation of this device and electro-optical detection scheme 
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is depicted in Fig. 8a (i). A nanopore was milled on the LC channel using FIB milling160. 

As shown in the figure, two reservoirs (2 and 3) were attached at the ends of the LC 

channel while one reservoir (reservoir 1) was placed on top of the milled nanopore and 

acted as the cis side of the nanopore. A bias voltage was applied across reservoirs 1 and 

3 which electrophoretically pulled the analytes from reservoir 1 into the LC channel (trans 

side in this case) of the device, creating the signatory transient current spike in the current 

signal. In addition to this electrical detection capability, the device has interconnected SC 

waveguides that enable light to travel to and from the LC channel. Fiber coupled lasers are 

typically used to excite fluorescently labeled analytes via the excitation SC waveguide. As 

the excitation SC waveguide is connected to the LC channel, light is launched into the LC 

channel, creating a femtoliter excitation volume that is ideal for probing single molecules. 

As soon as a labeled analyte passes through the excitation spot, it emits fluorescent light at 

a different wavelength compared to the excitation light. The generated fluorescence signal is 

then collected via the collection SC waveguide (orthogonal to the excitation SC waveguide 

as shown in Fig. 8a (i), filtered to discard the excitation light and background noise and 

finally sent to a sensitive photodetector using connectorized optical fibers. The device 

uniquely combines microfluidics, optical techniques and nanopore technology in a single 

platform while offering planar geometry for optical access and additional single molecule 

manipulation options. To validate the device functionality, the translocated particles were 

optically detected and a high correlation between the electrical and optical detection spikes 

was found as both were coming from the same particle. For better visualization, a schematic 

representation of how the electrical and optical detection is taking place in the device is 

illustrated in Fig. 8a (ii) and an actual electrical (black) and optical (red) trace of electro

optical detection of single H1N1 influenza virus is shown in Fig. 8a (iii). In addition, 

different particles contained in a mixture were discriminated based on their electrical 

detection signatures and optical fluorescence signals which often is difficult to resolve 

using only one technique (either electrical or optical) due to overlapping subpopulations. 

Furthermore, the device is sensitive enough to optically detect single DNA molecules as 

illustrated by the electro-optical detection of single λ-DNA in a separate study by the 

same group247. In addition to nucleic acids a variety of molecules including ribosomes, 

proteins and celluloses were also detected using a feedback-controlled device that enabled 

on-demand deliver and detection of single particles45.

Apart from electro-optical detection, Rahman et al. reported a new approach to improve 

the performance of nanopore sensing with optofluidic devices by incorporating feedback 

control and capture enhancement, respectively. Nanopores have large electric fields only 

within a small range around the pore (capture radius) which is on the order of a few 

microns274,275. Accordingly, nanopores capture only analytes available within that small 

capture volume in its immediate vicinity. In other words, the nanopore capture process is 

dominated by the local concentration within a very small capture volume rather than the 

bulk concentration. This severely hampers the nanopore throughput, event frequency rate 

(capture rate) and the limit of detection especially, at low concentrations15,276–278. Rahman 

et al. introduced a solution to this problem based on the pre-concentration of molecular 

targets on microscale carrier beads, followed by optical delivery and trapping of these carrier 

beads and finally thermally releasing the targets in the vicinity of nanopore, thus enhancing 
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the local target concentration95. The conceptual representation of this methodology, which 

was dubbed trap assisted capture rate enhancement (TACRE), is depicted in Fig. 8b (i). In 

this study, target DNAs (corresponding to a melanoma cancer gene) were bound off-chip 

to functionalized magnetic beads 216,228. A sample aliquot containing the target carrying 

magnetic beads (carrier beads) was loaded in either reservoir 1 or 3 as shown in in Fig. 

8b (ii). Using pressure driven flow, the carrier beads flowed through the LC channel in 

a specific direction (inlet to outlet). The carrier beads were then optically collected in a 

loss-based dual-beam trap first demonstrated by Kühn et al. on a similar optofluidic chip 
269. In a loss-based trap, two counter-propagating optical beams are launched in the LC 

channel to trap particles at any point along the LC channel where the optical scattering 

forces on the particle are equal. Remarkably, a loss-based trap facilitates accumulation and 

trapping of multiple particles279 which is essential for TACRE. A significant enhancement 

of the nanopore capture rate was observed by trapping a single carrier bead and releasing 

the analytes in the proximity of the nanopore, followed by an electrical measurement of 

nanopore detection. A linear enhancement in capture rate up to two orders of magnitude 

was observed as more beads were trapped. This methodology has the potential to detect 

analytes at ultra-low concentrations, and produce quantum leaps in throughput and limits of 

detection for diagnostics applications at clinically relevant concentrations. Another approach 

to improve particle delivery to the nanopore was reported by Freedman et al. who used 

dielectrophoretic trapping of DNAs near the tip of a nanopipette to increase the local 

DNA concentration at the pore280. Chuah et al. demonstrated a method in which antibody

modified magnetic nanoparticles were driven to an array of nanopores with an external 

magnet. This also improved the nanopore capture rate and limit of detection281.

Electronic controls probably provide the most efficient, high-speed control of process and 

machineries both in the laboratory research and industrial applications282. Due to the 

numerous advantages, some researchers incorporated electronic control over nanopores 

for different control mechanism. Rahman et al. recently reported microcontroller-based 

control over a nanopore for on-demand delivery of biomolecules with programmable 

features that added a whole new dimension in nanopore research45. The concept was 

implemented on the optofluidic nanopore platform described above nanopores, but this time 

with an added feedback control over the nanopore voltage by sensing nanopore current 

using a microcontroller and a relay. A schematic representation of the feedback-control 

methodology is shown in Fig. 8c (i). In this study, the nanopore current was fed to a 

microcontroller input which was continuously monitored and analyzed. The microcontroller 

was programmed in a way that it could detect a molecular translocation by identifying the 

translocation spike based on a predetermined threshold. As soon as a translocation was 

detected, the microcontroller sent a signal to the solid-state relay to disconnect the circuit 

and turn off the voltage across the nanopore to prevent further translocation. To validate 

this voltage gating functionality, the authors demonstrated voltage gated delivery of a single 

ribosome, and the corresponding current and voltage traces are depicted in Fig. 8c (ii). As 

the system is reconfigurable, the platform can deliberately deliver two, three, or any user 

defined number of particles for further analysis on an on-demand basis. Additionally, the 

platform can be programmed for any desired off time (duration for which the voltage across 

the pore is off) and voltage can be automatically re-applied as per the user’s instruction. 
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The authors demonstrated successive delivery of single ribosomes which was boosted up to 

near kHz delivery rate to pave the way for a controlled, high throughput single molecule 

delivery and analysis platform. Moreover, based on the translocation pattern (dwell time 

and differential current), the microcontroller can discriminate among different targets going 

through the pore that produce distinguishable translocation features. Using this approach, 

voltage gating of λ -DNAs from a mixture of ribosome and λ-DNAs was demonstrated. 

Ribosomes passing through the pore were recognized but did not activate the voltage gating 

process as seen in Fig. 8c (iii). This approach may find its application in filtering and 

separation of biomolecules. Furthermore, as the whole system is designed on an optofluidic 

device, it facilitates further integration of existing single molecule methods developed on 

such platform. To demonstrate such integration capability, the authors electro-optically 

detected a single λ-DNA molecule after voltage gating. This platform may potentially 

be integrated with their existing trapping methodologies267 for prolonged analysis of 

individual biomolecules. With numerous reconfigurable settings, this application shows a 

high degree of integration that can find ways to perform complex tasks towards lab-on-a

chip applications.

One major challenge of multiplexed particle sensing using nanopores is obtaining target 

selectivity without altering the nanopore surface chemistry or modifying sample preparation 

steps. It is very challenging to identify and distinguish particles from a mixture based 

on the standard scatterplot of dwell time vs differential current due to overlapping 

subpopulation. Recent developments in machine learning approaches allow researchers to 

extract useful features from the ambiguous translocation signals to successfully distinguish 

particles. Using this machine learning approach, Arima et al. devised an approach to 

distinguish targets from a mixture122. Apart from the conventional approach to represent 

translocation using the dwell time and differential current, they have extracted several 

more features such as pulse area, onset angle, symmetry, bluntness, and inertia. They 

have employed their developed algorithm on translocations obtained from five different 

viruses responsible for respiratory diseases passing through a 300 nm diameter pore and 

were able to discriminate among them with 99% accuracy. Additionally, they demonstrated 

excellent separation capability among different strains of the same virus particles (influenza 

A and B). Therefore, real-time and post processing along with digital signal processing 

techniques applied on nanopore signals has the potential to offer researchers better insight 

into the complex translocation process which may find applications in different single 

molecule approaches. The integration of nanopore sensing with optofluidics has opened new 

avenues for research and applications, but still faces a few issues and challenges for future 

exploration. These include selecting device materials that are compatible with both optical 

functions and nanopore detection, fabrication of smaller nanopores with higher precision, 

ensuring adequately low electrical noise for nanopore sensing in presence of optical light 

sources and other elements, and pushing for more complete, full-scale integration. At the 

same time, this effort has just begun and leaves ample room for expansion, for example by 

using different optofluidic waveguide types such as slot waveguides 283 or the application of 

the TACRE principle to on-chip nucleic acid sequencing.
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Conclusions

The goal of this review was to provide a comprehensive look at nanopore sensors and 

the current state of their integration in a lab-on-chip format. Despite a few challenges, 

such as reproducibility of geometrical shape and electrical properties, solid-state nanopores 

are the clear choice for this purpose. They can be fabricated using a number of methods, 

can be adapted for use with a broad range of particle types, and lend themselves most 

easily for integration with a bigger chip-scale system. Nanopore sensors are by now 

firmly established as powerful and versatile tools for single molecule sensing and analysis. 

Fundamental properties, fabrication and integration approaches, and examples for detection 

and analysis of single biomolecules were presented. Particular attention was given to 

integration of the nanopore sensing paradigm with other components that take advantage of 

miniaturization such as multi-channel operation, sample preparation processes, multiplexing 

and multimodal analysis, in particular in conjunction with optical and photonic techniques. 

The development of integrated nanopore devices is being fuelled by recent advancements in 

biological techniques, microfluidics, microelectronics and optical methods. This emerging 

and expanding class of integrated nanopore devices can be used to understand many 

complex processes at the molecular level and answer fundamental biological questions 

that have a clear impact on human health. Examples of exciting directions for fundamental 

research directions include the combination of nanopore sensors with other precision single 

molecule methosd such as ABEL traps 284 or plasmonic bow-tie traps 285. In addition, these 

capabilities are rapidly finding their way into commercial instruments. Particularly attractive 

areas to explore for real-world applications are the development of multi-channel, multi

target sensors; the integration of sample handling infrastructure while maintaining high 

sensitivity nanopore detection; and the incorporation of nanopore sensors with emerging 

integrated systems for on-chip analysis of molecular products such as nucleic acids, proteins, 

or exosomes from cells or organoids-on-chip 286.
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Fig 1. 
The working principle and types of nanopore. a) Schematic illustration of nanopore working 

principle and detection signal. b) Typical cross section of an α-hemolysin pore. Reproduced 

with permission from ref. 15. c) SEM image of a typical solid-state nanopore. Reproduced 

with permission from ref. 119. d) Schematic of a hybrid nanopore combining a biological 

and ss nanopore. Reproduced with permission from ref. 152.
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Fig 2. 
Different nanopore fabrication techniques. a) Nanopore milling method using feedback

controlled Ion beam sculping. Reproduced with permission from ref. 146. b) Step by 

step illustration of dielectric breakdown method for nanopore fabrication. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 172. c) SEM images of a typical nanopipette (top) scale bar 2 μm and 

(bottom) 200nm. Reproduced with permission from ref. 181. d) Schematic representation 

of experimental setup for nanopore fabrication using feedback controlled chemical etching. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 187.
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Fig. 3: 
Microfluidic integrated nanopore for electrical detection of target particles. a) Reusable 

nanopore device with microfluidic channels on PDMS. i) Schematic of cross sectional and 

top view of the device. ii) Photograph of a complete nanopore device with a nanopore 

chip clamped inside PDMS layers. Reproduced with permission from ref. 93. b) Schematic 

presentation of a typical ARROW optofluidic device with liquid channel and optical 

waveguides. Zoomed in image shows cross section view of the micropore and nanopore 

drilled on the liquid channel. Reproduced with permission from ref. 215.
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Fig 4. 
Microfluidic integrated nanopore with different functionality. a) Multichannel nanopore 

device with individual channel controllability. Schematic cross-sectional view illustrates 

the nanopore fabrication process with controlled dielectric breakdown method. An extra 

electrode as well as micro via can help the fabrication process by providing symmetric 

electric field. Reproduced with permission from ref. 97. b) Electrokinetic fluidic control 

on an integrated nanopore device. i) schematic of individual parts of the device. ii) Top 

view of the complete setup. iii) top view of the nanopore integrated ITP focusing channel. 

iv) cross sectional schematic of the microfluidic channel and nanopore. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 92. c) Schematic of the nanopore integrated microfluidic chip. Top 

left image shows expanded view of the device components. Top right image shows the 

cross-sectional view of the nanopore chip with PDMS and zeonex plastic layers. Bottom left 

image shows top view of the microfluidic device. Bottom right image shows the photograph 
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of the complete microfluidic device. (Inset) TEM image of the 5nm diameter solid state 

nanopore. Reproduced with permission from ref. 91.
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Fig. 5. 
Optical integration with nanopore. a) Optoelectronic control of nanopore surface charge. Top 

left: Schematic view of the optical integration with nanopore where a 532nm wavelength 

laser beam is focused at the nanopore. This integration influences the translocation 

characteristics of a target particle. Top right: The ionic current profile with the position 

of the laser scan in x-axis. Bottom left: The two-dimensional ionic current profile of a 

clogged nanopore. Right after the laser scan passes the nanopore, it unclogs the nanopore 

and the nanopore current increases. Bottom right: The nanopore current change with time. 

The current jumps and stabilizes when the laser beam unclog the pore. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 244. b) (Top figures) Bright field image of the device for on chip 

stretching, sorting and electro-optical detection of ultralong nucleic acid. (Bottom images) 

Time series photographs of stretching and translocation of optically tagged DNA molecule. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 247. c) schematic view of a two-colors (red and 

green) single fluorophores DNA barcode translocating through the nanopore. The recorded 

electrical and fluorescent signals show multimodal detection scheme. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 250.
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Fig. 6. 
Optical tweezer based manipulation on integrated nanopore devices. a) Schematic 

representation and experimental setup of the experimental setup for nanopore force 

spectroscopy. Reproduced with permission from ref. 117. b) Schematic of the experimental 

setup for optical tweezer integrated nanopore based cell transfection device; Zoomed in 

section shows cross sectional view of the nanopore, on top of which a cell is trapped by 

optical tweezer and being transfected by RNA molecule. Inset shows a 2.5nm diameter solid 

state nanopore. Reproduced with permission from ref. 113. c) Top left: Schematic view of 

nanopore based electroporation device. The SEM image shows ~100nm diameter nanopore 

distributed in the polycarbonate membrane. This device is applicable for both suspension 

and adherent cells. Bottom right: The Schematic of Cas-9 RNP and protein delivery process 

through electroporation method. Reproduced with permission from ref. 114.
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Fig. 7. 
Plasmonic nanopores. a) (Left) Schematic of inverted bowtie nanopore for label free particle 

detection. The optical transmission plot and nanopore current trace confirms simultaneous 

detection of a target particle. (Top right) TEM photograph of the inverted bow structure 

with a nanopore at the center. (Bottom right) Normalized electric field plot, simulated for 

the structure shown in the top right plot. Reproduced with permission from ref. 110. b) 

Simultaneous electro optical detection of labeled particle in a nanopore integrated plasmonic 

nano well (NP-PNW). i) Schematic of the experimental setup. ii) Comparison between 
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electrical and optical signals obtained from standard nanopore device and NP-PNW device. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 111.
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Fig. 8. 
Optofluidic integration with nanopore. a) Simultaneous electro-optical detection of single 

molecules in an optofluidic device. i) Schematic representation of the setup on an ARROW 

optofluidic device. ii) Cross-section of the nanopore and LC channel for visualization of 

the electro-optical detection methodology. iii) Actual electrical (black) and optical (red) 

trace of single H1N1 influenza virus detection. Reproduced with permission from ref. 

52. b) Trap assisted capture rate enhancement of a nanopore. i) Schematic illustration of 

the experimental setup. ii) A cartoon depicting the conceptual visualization of TACRE. 

Reproduced with permission from ref. 95. c) On demand target delivery on a programmable 

ARROW optofluidic device. i) Schematic illustration with feedback control mechanism. ii) 

Current (top) and voltage (bottom) trace of a voltage gated single ribosome delivery. iii) 

Current (top), identification signal (middle) and voltage (bottom) trace of identification and 

voltage gating of only λ-DNAs from a mixture of λ-DNA and ribosome. Reproduced with 

permission from ref. 45.
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